2020 AOMA Awards Nomination Form

These awards recognize outstanding service and contributions to the osteopathic medical profession in Arizona. Only AOMA members may submit an AOMA Award nomination form. Return nominations to the AOMA Office by February 1, 2020. The AOMA Awards will be presented at the AOMA Annual Convention.

☐ PHYSICIAN OF THE YEAR AWARD – Honors a compassionate and outstanding physician who is a leader in his/her community and humanitarian programs, and professional associations.

☐ DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD – Honors a physician or non-physician who has significantly contributed to improving the community and promoting osteopathic medicine; donated his/her time and/or efforts to improve mankind; and/or has volunteered his/her time and provided significant contributions and services to the community and/or the Association.

☐ EXCELLENCE IN OSTEOPATHIC MEDICAL EDUCATION – Honors a physician or non-physician who has contributed significantly to the advancement of osteopathic medical education in Arizona.

☐ OUTSTANDING MENTOR AWARD – Honors a physician who has volunteered his or her time to students or physicians as a mentor and is known as “one who makes a difference” in that person’s life.

☐ RESIDENT OF THE YEAR AWARD – Recognizes and outstanding osteopathic resident from Arizona who goes above and beyond to bring a sense of pride to the profession.

☐ EMERGING LEADER AWARD – Recognizes an outstanding osteopathic physician in practice less than five years whose accomplishments and actions have been instrumental in motivating and inspiring others.

☐ LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD – Presented to long-time members who have advanced the osteopathic medical profession in Arizona with unwavering commitment to quality patient care.

Nominations:

Award Name:__________________________________________

Nominee’s Name:______________________________________

Nominating Statement:__________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Award Name:__________________________________________

Nominee’s Name:______________________________________

Nominating Statement:__________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Please check the award(s) for which you will be making a nomination. Refer to next page for previous recipients. Return completed form to the AOMA Office by February 1, 2020 by mail to AOMA, Attn: Janet Weigel, 5150 N. 16th St., Ste. A-122, Phoenix, AZ 85016; or by fax to 602-266-1393, Attn: Janet Weigel, or janet@az-osteo.org.

Questions? Contact AOMA Executive Director Pete Wertheim at 602-266-6699 or pwertheim@az-osteo.org.

Member Name__________________________ Date:__________
AOMA Awards — Previous Winners

**PHYSICIAN OF THE YEAR AWARD**

Previous recipients: Shannon Scott, DO; Tracy Middleton, DO; William Devine, DO; Wendell Phillips, DO; Barbara Prah Wix, DO; Art Mollen, DO; Jeffrey Morgan, DO, MA, CS; Scott Steingard, DO; Charles Finch, DO; Jan Zieren, DO, MPH; James Dearing, DO; Carrol Wheat, DO; Kelli Ward, DO, MPH; Lori Kemper, DO, MS; Craig Hoffbauer, DO; Paul Steingard, DO; Steven Pitt, DO; David Bryan, DO; John Manfredonia, DO; Nicholas Pazzi, DO; Joseph Lovett, DO; William Inboden, DO; F. Timm McCarty, III, DO; Stanley Brysacz, Jr., DO; Karen Nichols, DO, MA

**DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD**

Previous recipients **(Distinguished Service Award prior to 2020)**: Marty Finch, MT-BC; Joseph Abate, JD; Sharon Daggett; Honorable Representative Heather Carter; Amanda Weaver, MBA; Congressman Matt Salmon; Leland Fairbanks, MD, MPH; Gary Cloud, PhD, MBA; James Carland III, MD – Mutual Insurance Company of Arizona (MICA) CEO; Senator Carolyn Allen; Arizona Medical Association Leadership; Bradford Croft, DO, MBA; Lew Riggs, Ed.D., CAE; Senator Robert Cannell, MD; Ross Kosinski, PhD; Marge Croushore; Shirley Carpenter; Karen Nichols, DO, MA; State Senator Susan Gerard; U.S. Senator Jon Kyl; Paul Steingard, DO; Robert Bohm; MICA; H. Ted Podleski; Jerry Colangelo. Previous recipients **(Volunteer of the Year prior to 2020)**: Kristin Nelson, DO; Kit McCalla, DO, MBA; Julie Morrison, DO; Brendan Curley, DO, MPH; Mimi Rockel; John Manfredonia, DO; Milissa Cooper, DO; Christine Morgan, Ed.D.; James Cole, DO; William Rappoport, MD; Rev. Dick Stafford; Deborah Hudak, DO; Leonard Staff, DO; Betty Toothman. Previous recipients **(Humanitarian Award prior to 2020)**: Michelle Mifflin, DO; Alphonse Ambrosio, DO; Howard Limmer, DO; David Engstrom, DO; Laurel Mueller, DO, MBA; Gregg Zankman, DO; Thomas Edwards, DO; Harry Watters, DO, MPH; Bradley Downing Jr., DO; Alan Schalscha, DO; Richard Reilly, DO; Kevin McCabe, DO; Lieutenant Colonel Michael Ward, DO; Robert Tognacci, DO; L. Markham McHenry, DO; Charles Cole, DO; Thomas Bennett, DO; Charles (Chip) Finch, DO; Thomas Eyler, DO; Lawrence LeBeau, DO; Kenneth Root, DO

**PRESIDENT’S AWARD**

Previous recipients: Kendra Gray, DO; Elise Barney, DO; Danielle Barnett-Trapp, DO; David England, MS, DO; Patrick Hogan, DO; Neal Galen, DO; Shannon Scott, DO; Craig Cassidy, DO; Craig Hoffbauer, DO; Michael Altamura Jr., DO; Thomas McWilliams, DO; Sanford Moretsky, DO; Bradford Croft, DO, MBA; Jan Zieren, DO, MPH; Jeffrey Morgan, DO, MA, CS; Deborah Heath, DO; Nicholas Pazzi, DO; Lawrence Sands, DO, MPH; Karen Nichols, DO, MA; Lori Kemper, DO, MS; Craig Hoffbauer, DO; Leonard Staff Jr., DO; Harmon Myers, DO; John Manfredonia, DO

**EXCELLENCE IN OSTEOPATHIC MEDICAL EDUCATION**

Previous recipients: Charles Finch, DO; Sharon Obadia, DO; Anthony Will, DO; Deborah Heath, DO; Kay Kalousek, DO, MS; William Elliot, DO; Katherine Worden, DO, MS; Howard Shulman, DO; Frederic Schwartz, DO; Lori Kemper, DO, MS; Harmon Myers, DO; Dana Sue Devine, DO; Ross Kosinski, PhD; State Senator Susan Gerard; William Devine, DO; Thomas McWilliams, DO; Kathleen Goeppeinger, PhD; Dean James Cole, DO; Richard Dobrusin, DO; Wilbur Cole III, DO; Craig Phelps, DO; John Manfredonia, DO; Mitchell Kasovac, DO; Jack Kinsinger, PhD

**OUTSTANDING MENTOR AWARD**

Previous recipients: Carlton Richie III, DO; J. Aaron Allgood, DO; Katherine Mitzel, DO; William Peppo, DO; George Parides, DO; Lori Kemper, DO, MS; Angela DeRosa, DO, MBA, CPE; Dana Sue Devine, DO; David Parrack, DO; Thomas McWilliams, DO; Mitchell Kasovac, DO; Tracy Middleton, DO; Jordan Ross, DO; Karen Nichols, DO, MA; Scott Steingard, D.O; Ben Field, DO

**EMERGING LEADER AWARD**

Previous recipients: Danielle Barnett-Trapp, DO;

**RESIDENT OF THE YEAR AWARD**

New Award in 2020.

**LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD**

Previous recipients: Arthur Mollen, DO; Dale Schultz, DO; F. Timm McCarty III, DO; Stanley Brysacz Jr., DO; James Cole, DO; Karen Nichols, DO, MA; Mitchell Kasovac, DO; Leonard Staff, DO; Paul Steingard, DO